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ABSTRACT

The use of seamless learning environments that have the potential to support lifelong learning anytime and anywhere has become a reality. In this sense, many educational institutions have started to consider introducing seamless learning environments into their programs. The aim of this study is to analyze how various educational university programs implement the design elements for seamless learning environments with mobile devices. For that purpose, three cases involved in a Finnish teaching development project are explored by conducting semi-structured interviews with key participants. The themes of the interviews were related to the theoretical background for (mobile) seamless learning environments from previous literature. This paper describes the findings of the three cases as common aspects for designing mobile, seamless learning environments; and it proposes a research agenda on challenges related to designing seamless learning environments with the integrated use of mobile devices in the curricula.
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INTRODUCTION

The twenty-first century has raised educational demands that require new ways of thinking and learning (Kereluik, Mishra, Fahnoe, & Terry, 2013). These demands include the diffusion of technology into all aspects of personal and professional life (Butson, 2005), the exponential growth of the amount of information available, the growing importance of a knowledge-based economy, and globalization, which is facilitated by technology.
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One of the fastest growing trends, as reported by Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, and Freeman (2014), is the growing ubiquity of social media. The authors state that portable, connected, and personal technology is transforming people’s lives wherever they go. Ubiquitous learning environments can thus provide possibilities for accessing information, content creation, and communication and sharing in a personalized way through mobile devices (such as smartphones or tablets) at any time and in any place (Sharples, 2006). This implies that learning can also occur independently from the physical and temporal context (Evans & Johri, 2008; Salinas, 2012); hence, because it is seamless, it can broaden learning environments from classrooms and other formal places for learning (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009). The idea is that students can learn whenever they want to in a variety of scenarios, and that they can switch from one scenario or context to another easily and quickly using a personal device as a mediator (Chan et al., 2006; Looi et al., 2010; Wong, 2013). Therefore, a shift to more dynamic conceptions of space-time and an emphasis on lifelong learning is taking place. Seamless learning environments are rooted in two main characteristics of mobile learning that have previously been expressed: personalization and mobility (Wong, 2013a).

“Personalization” is based on student-centered approaches, which prioritize learning as a whole person, including intellect and feelings as well as personal and group processes (Motschnig-Pitrik & Holzinger, 2002). Furthermore, student-centered approaches emphasize authentic, complex, and ill-defined tasks in order to enhance meaningful and relevant learning experiences (Elen, Clarebout, Léonard, & Lowyck, 2007; Lombardi, 2007). Much of the research on the use of mobile devices for learning has been conducted either in formal or informal learning environments, but not much research has been done on bridging these two environments (Looi et al., 2010).

This study will provide insights, examples, and challenges for designing seamless learning environments that utilize mobile devices in the higher education context. We will present and discuss the findings of the interview study through three case examples and a synthesis of each. The three cases are related to educational programs that aim to design seamless learning environments. These programs are implemented in the context of the teaching development project of the University of Jyväskylä, Finland.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Present seamless learning environments can be characterized as being hybrid entities that integrate formal and informal, individual and collaborative, physical and virtual, and local and global elements of learning environments (Häkkinen & Hämäläinen, 2012; Sharples, 2006). They imply an embodiment of learning into everyday living, or a seamless flow of learning across contexts (Wong & Looi, 2011). At their best, these learning environments consist of scenarios in which learners are active, productive, creative, and collaborative across different environments (physical or virtual) and settings (formal or informal). Learners use multiple technological devices in diverse ways for information search; knowledge creation; and communication and collaboration with peers, friends, and family, without restrictions of time or location (Chan et al., 2006; Looi et al., 2010). Kuh (1996, p. 136) states that “in seamless learning environments, students are encouraged to take advantage of learning resources that exist both inside and outside of the classroom ... students are asked to use their life experiences to make meaning of material introduced in classes.” Moreover, Chan et al. write that seamless learning environments:

“… include learning individually, with another student, a small group, or a large online community, with possible involvement of teachers, mentors, parents, librarians, workplace professionals, and members of other supportive communities, face-to-face or at a distance in places such as classroom, campus, home, workplace, zoo, park, and outdoors.” (Chan et al. 2006, p. 10)
Seow et al. (2008) base their conception of seamless learning environments on the theory of distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995), which emphasizes interactions of students, artifacts (i.e., items made by people, such as a written essay or a piece of art), and the environment, mediated by technology over space and time in learning. The authors suggest the following components as elements of seamless learning environments: the flexible use of different spaces in learning; time being an essential element in evolving knowledge; authentic contexts of designed activities; a supportive community of learners, teachers, and domain experts; the use of mobile devices and online portals as cognitive tools for learning; and the use of artifacts as products generated by the learners. These elements are helpful in framing our study, and are also related to two other relevant educational ideas posed in this study: “Web 2.0” tools (i.e., those that take advantage of interactive web pages and social media) in generating artifacts and connections with the community, and the concept of the personal learning environment (PLE) as a personal, seamless learning environment, which includes activities, communities, tools, and artifacts viewed from the perspective of each individual.

Web 2.0 Tools

Social media or Web 2.0 tools, as services that empower learners in creating, sharing, and collaborating (McLoughlin & Lee, 2010), play a key role in the creation of seamless learning spaces. They are cognitive tools that can support the creation of artifacts in a context and through a community at any time and in any place. Bower, Hedberg, and Kuswara (2010) emphasize the importance of analyzing content-specific knowledge and the pedagogical approaches and modalities of representations mediated by technology when designing learning environments that utilize Web 2.0 tools (Seow et al., 2008). Based on their analysis, as well as Conole’s (2007) and Laurillard’s (2012) views on learning processes, some aspects of learning environments need to be carefully addressed while selecting the technologies to use:

- Learning goals and objectives (intended learning outcomes);
- Type of content in terms of the knowledge that needs to be represented (factual, procedural, conceptual, or metacognitive);
- Cognitive processes that students are expected to engage in (lower level processes, such as remembering, understanding, and applying, and higher-order processes, such as analyzing, evaluating, and creating) and type of pedagogical approaches adopted (transmissive, dialogic, constructive, or co-constructive);
- Intended learning activities (Conole, 2007; Laurillard, 2012): acquisition, related to assimilative tasks of a passive nature such as reading, viewing, or listening; collaboration, where students contribute to the process of creating knowledge; discussion, where students engage in dialogic or debate activities; investigation, related to the performance of inquiries by students; practice, related to the application of experiential skills in a learning context; and production, related to the construction of an artifact by students;
- Modalities of representation: text, image, audio, and/or video, and the level of synchronicity required.

Personal Learning Environments

PLEs connect directly with the notion of learner-generated contexts and learners’ autonomous learning (Wong, 2013). Although the idea of a personal learning environment has existed for a long time, the emergence of Web 2.0 technologies has enabled a broader range of learning experiences, which cover all the formal and informal educational contexts and give learners the freedom to learn and participate on a global scale (Hirtz & Harper, 2008; Fullan & Langworthy, 2014; Salinas, 2008, 2013). From a pedagogical point of view, the PLE includes all the tools, materials, human resources, and learning spaces and places that a learner knows and uses for learning throughout one’s life (Adell
& Castañeda, 2010; Attwell, 2007; Hilzensauer & Schaffert, 2008; Väaljataga, Pata, & Tammets, 2011). In essence, it is a seamless, learner-generated learning environment. Furthermore, the PLE has the potential to promote conciliation between formal and informal learning in educational contexts (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Laakkonen, 2011; Marin & Salinas, 2014; Peña-López, 2010; Rodríguez Ilera, Rubio, Galván, & Barberà, 2014). The PLE recognizes the autonomy of learners, so that they can control and manage their own learning processes, and it gives them support so that they may:

1. Define their own learning goals;
2. Manage their own learning, related both to the content and the process;
3. Communicate with others in the learning process; and finally

PLEs are considered to be cognitive tools in a broad sense, which includes the connection with the community and the creation of artifacts. In the design of activities for PLEs, we must also take into account three components: information management, content creation, and connection with others (Castañeda & Adell, 2013; Wheeler, 2009). Table 1 summarizes the specific activities and resources for each component of the PLE.

**SEAMLESS LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS AND MOBILE DEVICES**

Mobile devices can provide possibilities for the creation of seamless learning spaces, transcending physical and social barriers by allowing the access and sharing of multiple representational forms, thus providing a tailored experience to each user (Evans & Johri, 2008; Lee, Lee, & Kweon, 2013). Furthermore, they can broaden the settings for collaboration and social interaction between students, extend and provide resources to students, and aid in generating informal and formal learning activities by creating a continuous learning experience across different contexts (Jones & Jo, 2004; Looi et al., 2010; Naismith, Lonsdale, Vavoula, & Sharples, 2006). In the context of seamless learning environments, learning is seen as being ubiquitous in nature; it takes place with the aid of mobile devices and enables students to learn in a flexible way, at any location and at any time (Hwang, Tsai, & Yang, 2008; Lee, Lee, & Kweon, 2013; Yahya, Ahmad, & Jalil, 2010). According to Wong and Looi (2011), ten “mobile seamless learning” (MSL) dimensions should be taken into account:

**MSL1:** Formal and informal learning;
**MSL2:** Individual and social learning;
**MSL3:** Learning across time;
**MSL4:** Learning across locations;

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Management</th>
<th>Content Creation</th>
<th>Connection with Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities</strong></td>
<td>Reading, listening, watching, searching information</td>
<td>Writing, organizing/structuring, curating, reflecting, publishing, summarizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td>Websites, articles, magazines, newsletters, books, videos, music, podcasts, TV, radio, blogs, RSS readers, search engines, databases, wikis</td>
<td>Concept/mind maps, audio recorders/editors, cameras, photo editors, video editors, blogs, e-portfolios, websites, visual presentation creators, wikis, curation services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 1. Activities and resources for the components of the PLE
iPads are one of the available devices that may support the idea of ubiquitous access to learning resources. According to Clark and Luckin (2013, p. 2), “iPads can support seamless learning, allowing learners to easily switch learning contexts—from formal to informal or personal to social—and to take control of their own learning.” Similarly, a trial conducted in university classes using iPads highlighted academic and social uses (Mang & Wardley, 2012). These aspects are key for supporting lifelong learning, and as a connector between the work done inside and outside an educational institution. In addition, a recent systematic review on current research on iPads in higher education by Nguyen, Barton, and Nguyen (2015) found that the use of these devices was not integrated within a holistic teaching and learning approach from the curriculum design and student engagement perspective.

Although the discussion on seamless learning environments with mobile devices or mobile-assisted seamless learning environments (Wong & Looi, 2011) typically presents the possibilities rather than the challenges related to these environments, it is also important to remember that it is neither the device nor the social media that triggers learning mechanisms. The crucial point is how and for what kind of learning tasks the device is used for, and the explicit design for seamless learning activities that foster limitless learning opportunities (Wong, 2013). Furthermore, the teacher’s role as a skillful orchestrator of learning activities, and as a manager of constraints, is key in designing seamless learning environments (Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2010). The current study contributes to the field of seamless learning environments with mobile devices in higher education, and the challenges of its design, using different case studies.

METHOD

This study was conducted in the context of a university-level project of teaching development implemented at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. The project aims to develop pedagogically high-quality learning possibilities for students, to support their activities as learners, and to facilitate pedagogically meaningful ways of using information and communication technology (ICT) for learning. Altogether, twelve sub-projects from all the faculties of the university have been involved in the project. While some of the projects are more focused on methodological development, others are focused on technological tools for supporting learning. This study focuses on three cases in which teachers described their learning designs as being seamless, since they aimed to develop mobile, seamless learning environments in their programs.

The particular research questions posed by this study are the following:

**RQ1:** Which of the learning goals and objectives related to seamless learning environments are facilitated by the educational programs?

**RQ2:** Which of the pedagogies were developed towards mobile, seamless learning environments while they were being developed?

**RQ3:** What kinds of seamless learning environment activities and resources are utilized in the educational programs?
Data Collection and Analysis Procedure

Three semi-structured interviews were conducted with specific key participants of those concrete sub-projects (four teachers and one program coordinator). This type of interview is characterized by having a flexible and fluid structure, despite having an interview guide or predefined questions/issues to cover (Mason, 2004).

The themes of the interviews were addressed by the research questions, and focused on learning goals and objectives, learning activities or tasks, type of pedagogy, modalities of representation, and level of synchronicity. They also focused on learning design for the groups related to PLE functions, such as information sources for teaching and planned interactions, as well as activities and resources for content creation, information management, and connection with others.

The interviews were conducted in the midst of carrying out the projects, when the initiatives had advanced from the planning stages to being on the threshold of taking concrete steps. The interviews took an average of one hour for each one of the three sub-projects, and were audio recorded and later transcribed for analysis with a total of written 24 pages. The data was analyzed by utilizing the procedures for qualitative thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) for identifying, analysing and reporting themes within data. The analyses were conducted according to the following steps:

1. Identifying the relevant themes from the whole data. These themes were related to the issues addressed during the interviews, which were described above;
2. Assignation of various themes. The fragments of the interviews were marked by using words that functioned as a label, which identified the theme of that fragment;
3. Classification of relevant information, according to:
   a. Learning goals and objectives;
   b. Learning activities or tasks (reading, viewing, or listening; collaboration; discussion; investigation; practice; production);
   c. Type of pedagogy (transmissive, dialogic, constructive, co-constructive);
   d. Modalities of representation (text, image, audio, video);
   e. Level of synchronicity (asynchronous and/or synchronous);
   f. Information sources for teaching and planned interactions (students, teachers, others);
   g. PLE of the case, including: activities and resources for content creation, activities and resources for information management, and activities and resources for connection with others.

The following section summarizes the relevant information related to the research questions of this study; the common aspects of the three case studies are then summarized together.

FINDINGS

Case Examples

The following descriptions and excerpts illustrate the main ideas of the interviews conducted with key participants of each sub-project; they focus on the teachers’ intentions for seamless learning environments, and not on learning outcomes. As mentioned previously, the interview themes were based on the earlier work of Bower et al. (2010), Laurillard (2012), and Wheeler (2009). Several authors have also identified the characteristics of authentic learning (Lombardi, 2007) and for mobile, seamless learning environments (Wong, 2013; Wong & Looi, 2011).

In Cases 1 and 3 the interviewee was an only individual, so quotations highlighted are expressions of these particular participants whereas in Case 2 the quotations are expressions of three participant in a group interview.
Case 1: Smart Sports

Context and Participants

This sub-project includes courses related to training for coaches within the Faculty of Sport and Health Sciences. The concrete case is centered on an extracurricular program in which the learning goals and objectives are to develop a new way of thinking about motor learning and skills acquisition through the creation of environments with and without the use of mobile devices:

The framework is that environment is the most effective teacher to learn motor skills and motor behavior. So, the main objective is to emphasize the meaning of environment and how environments can be created that support motor learning and motor behavior. And of course when we are using mobile technologies and smartphones, etc., we are creating the environment.

In this program, eight to twelve students, who were already experienced, professional coaches, worked in small groups with and without mobile devices, and focused on the transference of these educational practices with their athletes. The program was about five to six months long, and there were four contact days, each lasting eight hours. Between the contact sessions, the students worked remotely, with the support of the teachers (online and sometimes also by phone), but they also had peer support communication online. The distance parts included three-week workload (thirty hours each), and included mostly practical exercises introduced to others during the contact sessions. There were demonstrations on how to support motor learning and skills acquisitions for athletes (with and without different specific coach-related mobile applications); they were then asked to prepare a topic for group discussion related to training athletes.

Devices and Applications

The student coaches mainly used devices such as mobile phones and tablets, and the applications of their own choice—the core of the course was called “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD)—to create an environment suitable for enhancing motor learning. These applications were mostly video delays, movement analysis, and film-and-draw types of applications, to allow them to give immediate feedback to their athletes. A few of the student coaches had portable video cameras and computer software for deep analysis.

Learning Activities and Type of Pedagogy

The tasks for the students were to observe and reflect on:

1. How did these devices and applications enhance athletes’ motor skills learning and better participation?
2. What kinds of arrangements are vital for creating mobile technology–supported coaching and teaching?
3. What does mobile technology add to the normal coaching process, and what do the devices and applications lack, from the coach’s perspective?

The learning activities and type of pedagogy, conceived in this case, are described in the following example:

The main thing is learning by doing. So, of course we are giving some kind of introduction for the students of what we are going to do with this course and ... the framework of the whole environment is very important. So, then, we are quite quickly moving to demonstrations and actually using the
smartphones or iPads or what we have in our hands.... It is important that the students can create some kind of relationship to the matter we are teaching.

Modalities of Representation
The interviewee highlighted that all of the modalities of representation were used, as in the following excerpt:

*I think we are pretty much using them all, and particularly the mobile technologies .... If we are using a camera or some applications, just a short demonstration of what an application does, see what more you can do with it. So, demonstration is quite important in this. And of course, if necessary we’ll keep hangouts going and instructions. Maybe watch some kind of video before.*

Level of Synchronicity
The learning activities planned for the teaching-learning processes at this level included asynchronous and synchronous activities, both inside and outside the class. The level of synchronicity is described in the following example:

*The demonstrations that we are doing in these courses, everyone is doing the tasks at the same time.... And if they are doing something with the athletes, they are doing it by themselves. They are not doing it with all the other coaches at the same time. If we give them homework, they can choose when they will do that.*

PLE of the Case
The seamless learning environment of the case, according to the components of PLEs, is based on:

1. **Information management:** Listening to lectures, using and watching videos from YouTube, reading e-magazines, using the library database, and consulting the www.valmennustaito.info website;
2. **Content creation:** The core of this element is BYOD, especially using a camera for creating videos and mobile applications for filming and video delay (e.g., BaM [“Bust a Move”] Video Delay, Slow Cam, or Motion Shot), video feedback applications (e.g. Ubersense, Coach’s Eye, or CoachMyVideo), and Sprongo (a web-based application for storing, sharing, and analyzing videos). There are also other desktop applications that students can access either from home or from the Research Institute for Olympic Sports (KIHU) (e.g. Dartfish, Silicon Coach, or Kinovea): http://www.kihu.jyu.fi/english/;
3. **Connection with others:** Face-to-face interaction is important in group discussions and demonstrations. Students also used email and Facebook during the course; the latter included either formal or informal learning interactions.

Case 2: Teachers in the Cloud

**Context and Participants**
This sub-project includes courses related to teacher training within the Faculty of Education. The concrete case is centered on pedagogics, media literacy education, and different school subjects (Finnish language and literature, music, science, and art) that work in a multidisciplinary way, in which the learning goal is to create a new learning environment for the twenty-first century learner. For that purpose, the teachers involved in the sub-project introduced game design and gamification—the use of game mechanics and elements in non-game contexts (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke,
2011)—to teacher education. This introduction is also based on an eco-social learning approach, which relates to the dynamic interrelations among personal, social, and environmental factors. They describe the learning goals and objectives as follows:

Our goal is that we are doing things in a way that we think our students should learn, so this is why we work as a group, and they experiment with something new and then they will try to study the results that come from, for example, this game. What kind of learning happens or exists or develops during that process? And of course, the multidisciplinary view combines different subjects, because we deal more with phenomena than isolated subjects, so the things around us are phenomena and we try to grasp those. We want to create a new age learner and create a new learning environment.

“Teachers in the Cloud” is a group of sixteen first-year teacher students who were asked to develop an educational game centered on real-world problems related to consumerism and marketing. They first were introduced to the main background with videos, pictures, recordings, music, and news texts to get them started. Then they all read up on gamification and game design in general; they formed small teams on different topics related to consumerism: entrepreneurs, consumers, and the poor. They then had to build the game based on these inquiries.

The game project lasted the whole academic year (about nine months). Planning and developing the game took most of the time: creating and shaping the story, writing the script, choosing tools and platforms, and creating the materials. After that, the student teachers got feedback from the test game sessions and further fine-tuned the game. In the process, the students worked in small teams and collaborated in face-to-face meetings. Once a month, there were two-hour contact sessions with the teachers, and online communication with the teachers to develop the game and to receive feedback on their ideas. This project is on-going, but it takes the form of a role-playing game.

**Devices and Applications**

Although all the students have been given iPads to use, they bring their own devices (such as mobile phones and laptops) to work as well, and they can connect to the Internet anytime and anywhere they want. The students can choose the applications they need for the devices they are using. These applications are mostly for communication, collaboration, teamwork, video and photo editing, music creation, media playback, and social networking services.

**Learning Activities and Type of Pedagogy**

The group of 3 participants described learning activities and type of pedagogy as follows:

First we started with watching videos and listening to music, and they were collaborating all the time because they built the game together and we collaborated with the teachers. Also, we were showing teamwork to our students.... They are researching gamification, because [they] also learned education and now they are doing the game. There are smaller groups in the student group that research those technology applications that would be helpful in this project, and some of those students are doing research ... on three different groups: entrepreneurs, poor people, and consumers.... They are trying to understand those groups better, so that they can build those aspects into the game.

In the whole process, the key element is the idea of modeling a multidisciplinary way of thinking by building teacher communities, in the sense that as lecturers work together, students will do so as well. The importance of experimental learning was also important: the student teachers related their own experiences in game design in order to transfer it to their future jobs as schoolteachers.
Modalities of Representation
The interviewees stressed that while all of the modalities of representation are combined, the main thing is discussion, as can be seen in the following excerpt:

*I think it’s combined. We talk a lot and discuss things. I think that’s the main thing. But we should understand, know, and research something before we can discuss it properly. So, then reading and watching videos and the same stuff [similar types of activities] is involved.*

Level of Synchronicity
The learning activities planned for the teaching-learning processes at this level included asynchronous and synchronous activities, inside and outside the class. The flexibility related to the level of synchronicity for the learning activities, which is described in the following excerpt, is remarkable:

*They can plan the schedule themselves, and we just tell them that they should do the stuff [the works] at the time.*

PLE of the Case
The seamless learning environment of this sub-project, according to the components of PLEs, is based on:

1. **Information management:** Using the Internet (including watching videos on YouTube), radio, TV, and reading articles from the library database;
2. **Content creation:** Creating visual presentations with Prezi and Keynote, videos with iMovie, collaborative documents with Google Drive, music with GarageBand, presentations and videos with Explain Everything, documents with Pages, and collaborative creations using the Facetime videoconferencing system;
3. **Connection with others:** Face-to-face work seminars and meetings; sharing documents and schedules in Peda.net (a virtual environment developed and maintained by the University of Jyväskylä, with a set of Web tools especially for schools, but also used in the university, that supports the creation of personal and course spaces: http://peda.net/en/index.php); the use of email, blogs, chats, and Instagram; videoconferencing with Facetime; using WhatsApp for informal communications in a group; sharing videos on Vimeo; sharing documents with Google Drive; and communicating and sharing privately within a Facebook-closed group, and publicly via a Facebook public page.

Case 3: Music Technology

**Context and Participants**
This sub-project includes courses related to training music technology teachers within the Department of Music. The concrete case has not yet been fully implemented, but will be centered on different music-related courses in which mobile music technology could be used. Learning goals and objectives associated with the courses (to different extent and uses) are related to the development of skills for music recording, editing, processing, etc., using mobile devices and learning environments so that students can transfer them to their forthcoming jobs:

*We might talk about some synthesizer or computer-based composition or improvisation, or maybe we might talk about new music interfaces like embodied interfaces, variable class, and stuff like that. So there is a lot of topic subject-related goals. They must know and learn these kind of basic things*
related to these topics but, of course, we have some kind of side goals with technology, sort of that they can learn how to use technology in a fluent way within different kinds of topics and subjects. The main aims are related to recording, music recording, editing, processing, these kind of things, ... so that they can use these approaches in their own forthcoming jobs, in music they compose, whether they are working as musical researchers, music educators in schools, or as music therapists.

Learning Activities and Type of Pedagogy

As was mentioned before, this case is in its initial phases. The first phase was centered on the groundwork of mobile applications suitable for music purposes. This research has been done in collaboration between the professor and a group of five students in a project course, collecting data and information on mobile devices for music purposes and testing how they actually work. The group actively used a Facebook group for their internal communication. After this investigation, they conducted a workshop to share and discuss their findings. Although the background for the work was established in 2008, this specific action was carried out during the first semester of 2014. Music education is a good example of having formal and informal learning contexts. The interviewee described learning activities and type of pedagogy in this initial work as follows:

We had a student group within this last semester called ‘Mukamoba’ group; it means in Finnish that it is a music education–related and mobile technology–related group. And they’ve been doing a project course, ... this kind of background work related to applications. So, {we} have collected data and information of how these applications work, and from that groundwork I have been proposing some of these applications for our teachers. There has been some collaboration within the students and I have been collaborating with those students as well.

Then, these applications were categorized depending on their uses in the music field, and the professor started working with the other lecturers of the Department of Music. They first discussed their former, current, and future pedagogies, and they later proposed that some of the musical apps be incorporated into their teaching, according to the suitability to their teaching topics and pedagogy. They then had to select one or two of them, test them, and put them into practice in their teaching.

Devices and Applications

Lecturers will use demos of these mobile applications suitable for music purposes before students work with them. Concerning devices, although the idea is to use BYOD in the future, at the moment both students and lecturers borrow the mobile devices from the department, which are mainly iPads.

Modalities of Representation

The interviewee highlighted that all of the modalities of representation were integrated, especially the media forms, as can be seen in the following excerpt:

In music learning technologies, that’s a broad topic. We try to integrate all possible media forms, because music is a multimodal language in many ways. It’s embodied language, it’s visual language through notes, musical notation, it’s audible language through audio wave forms. So, there are many modalities in music. So, that’s why we try to integrate all of those somehow.

Level of Synchronicity

The learning activities planned for the teaching-learning processes at this level included asynchronous and synchronous activities, both inside and outside the class. The level of synchronicity is described in the following example:
In our approach we try to see music learning as a formal and informal activity, which happens inside our institution and outside our institution, our department of music. We tend to think that in university teaching and learning philosophy, interaction with other students is really important. So, we think that mobile technology can give some more tools to students to collaborate and cooperate with each other, if they are not in the same place, for example. They can do some group work, different places, different times.

**PLE of the Case**

The seamless learning environment of the initial work in this sub-project, according to the components of PLEs, is based on:

1. **Information management**: Reading notes on Evernote, listening to music on Spotify and Tuneln radio, reading music notations on ForScore and Avid Scorch, scanning music notations with Scanner Pro, watching YouTube and TED videos, and reading presentations on Prezi;

2. **Content creation**: Writing notes on Evernote, creating music with GarageBand and Cubasis, recording video with Movie Pro, doing audio recording with Hokusai, making notations with Notion, taking and editing photos with Camera+, and creating learning materials with Book Creator. One example of a more specific application is to use DM1, as a drum machine;

3. **Connection with others**: Sharing links on Edmodo, videoconferencing on Skype (still not used very often), emailing, sharing learning materials and music on Dropbox, sharing and commenting audio on Soundcloud, doing collaborative notation with Moxtra, and sharing and writing documents in Google Drive.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

All the cases of this study had some common aspects that grouped them into the design of authentic and mobile seamless learning environments (Wong & Looi, 2011). Regarding learning goals and objectives linked to seamless learning environments (RQ1), they all promoted real-world relevance of activities oriented toward the students’ future professional performance: training coaches (case 1), teaching at school (case 2), or music workers, such as musical researchers, music educators at school, or music therapists (case 3). Furthermore, in all the cases, a variety of technologies (MSL7) was utilized for multiple tasks (MSL8) as information management, knowledge creation, and communication purposes (RQ3).

The active participation from students is required because the focus in all the learning activities proposed was learning by doing, mixing the different kinds of learning activities (MSL10) listed by Laurillard (2012), which refers to the kinds of seamless learning environment activities and resources utilized (RQ3). These activities involve ill-defined problems that are not solved easily by applying a simple or existing procedure; they have multiple interpretations and possible outcomes and no single, correct answer. These problems also comprise complex learning tasks, to be investigated by students using a variety of resources, making choices and reflecting on their learning. Their consequences extended beyond a particular discipline, so interdisciplinarity is important (MSL9); this is especially remarkable in case 2.

The learning outcomes of the sub-projects were assessed integratively; they combine different possible modalities of representation: an artifact for discussion (case 1), an educational game (case 2), and creations with mobile music technology (case 3).

Concerning the pedagogies developed towards mobile, seamless learning environments (RQ2), the type of pedagogy used in each case was also mixed (MSL10), but all of the cases focused on more dialogic and co-constructive pedagogical approaches (Bower, Hedberg, & Kuswara, 2010). Collaboration and sharing thus were important in all three cases. In case 1, participants collaborated to...
fine-tune their previous work in the group discussions and also with the athletes. In case 2, collaboration was always present between students and teachers; it was also performed with other students from the same studies and from a different institute within the university, and with teachers in partner schools. In case 3, although it is still in the beginning phase, collaboration was also promoted between students and teachers, and is expected to go beyond the class, as well as taking into account other institutions.

A mobile, seamless learning environment was perceived in all cases, since virtual and physical (MSL6); personal/individual and social (MSL2); and formal and informal environments (MSL1) were integrated without boundaries distinction. This can be seen from the uses of different activities and resources described in the cases’ learning environments. The same applies for the level of synchronicity: learning at any time and in any location (MSL3 and MSL4). Collaboration and sharing, information management, and access to learning resources and content creation (MSL5) were done interchangeably with resources from formal and informal contexts, and virtual and physical environments. The mobile devices used, in all cases tablet devices (especially iPads), were conceived as mediators and cognitive tools that enhanced the creation of these ubiquitous and seamless learning spaces.

Therefore, all the components of seamless learning environments posed by Seow et al. (2008) were present: diversity of spaces, flexibility of time, a context for the designed activities, different actors in the learning community, and mobile devices and applications as cognitive tools and expected artifacts produced by the learners. The ten MSL dimensions proposed by Wong and Looi (2011) were also highlighted and related to the different research questions of the study.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY, AND FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA

The elements identified in the cases can be considered in designing future scenarios for seamless learning environments with mobile devices in the context of higher education. Nevertheless, assessment and validation of the learning designs by different sources—and especially by students—will be necessary in order to confirm that they are suitable designs and to generalize them, according to other contexts’ settings. Further work on the project will be required in order to track the implementation of the learning designs and the outcomes of this deployment.

This study does have some limitations. The focus of this paper is on three specific cases from a national teaching project in Finland. Furthermore, the point of view shown in the study only represents the teachers’ point of view; the students’ perspective is not included. In addition, the methodological approach is based exclusively on a qualitative perspective, using interviews. Data triangulation should be considered in future work.

Despite these limitations, challenges in designing seamless learning environments and the implementation of PLEs can be identified and must be considered in our future research agenda. Earlier research has indicated that deeper level learning and collaboration does not just happen when people come together (Häkkinen et al., 2010): there are challenges related to learners’ skills, teachers’ roles, and other circumstances of learning and collaboration. One of the major challenges is how to design many-sided pedagogical practices that enhance activity in thinking and strategic learning skills, as well as meaningful learning and collaboration processes. There are also claims that many learning environments are minimally structured (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006), and hence do not generate productive and knowledge-generative activities such as argumentation, questioning, or explaining (Kobbe et al., 2007). This critique can also easily be applied to seamless learning environments, which raises the importance of theory-based design of these environments. Although mobile technology’s potential is that it is present for learning purposes when needed, the core focus should be folding the intellectual, social, and creative activities that students are engaged in into seamless learning environments with mobile devices. In this sense, the challenge is the one referred to earlier: including curriculum design and pedagogical thinking behind the use of mobile devices (Wong & Looi, 2011).
One approach that aims to integrate informal and formal learning settings is related to PLE. The learning experiences that they enable are usually active, process-based, and anchored in (and driven by) learners’ interests; therefore, these experiences have the potential to cultivate independent, self-regulated learning (Attwell, 2007; McLoughlin & Lee, 2010). In order to become self-regulated learners, however, they need to have previously developed metacognitive knowledge and competencies: the motivation to analyze, control, and improve their learning (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Hannafin & Land, 2000).
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